
Make for Lap (2); Twin (4); Queen (4)  Blocks  

Cutting Directions for Lap quilt, makes 2 blocks 

  Back ground fabric      

  A  - Cut (1) 10 1/2” Square  and sub cut  

 

  B—Cut (1) 10 3/4” Square and sub cut  

 Your Chosen Fabric 

  C—Cut (1) 10 3/4” Square and sub cut  

Center Corner Points  

A 

B 

C 

Set aside your leftover triangles B & C for another use.  

Cutting Directions for Twin & Queen quilt, makes 4 blocks 

  Back ground fabric      

  A  - Cut (2) 10 1/2” Square  and sub cut  

 

  B—Cut (1) 10 3/4” Square and sub cut  

 Your Chosen Fabric 

  C—Cut (1) 10 3/4” Square and sub cut  

Note:  These blocks are made oversized and trimmed 

to a 9 1/2” square. 



Center Corner Points Assembly  

1. Stack and layout your fabrics  to ensure your triangles are 

in correct order  

A 

B 

C 

2. Sew piece B to piece C and press to dark fabric 

 3.  Fold Piece A in half and finger press center 

5.  Open your block and press your block ensuring all seams are flat.  Then 

square up your block to 9 1/2” inches.  

5.  Line Up the creased line of 

Piece A with the center line of 

your B/C piece and sew them 

together. 

Squaring your Blocks.   

There are many tools available for squaring your blocks.  Squaring a quarter square triangle is a bit tricky.  I 

have a favorite tool, but it doesn’t support a square larger than 6 1/2”.  If you happen to have a perfect 

sized square marked for squaring it is very simple…. 

Line up your diagonal line along the largest triangle 

seam  

Align the corner of your ruler with the fabric seam, ensuring  you 

keep your point.  

Trim all 4 sides with your rotary cutter.  



Method when using a square up ruler that is larger than your square, use the following method. 

1. Align your diagonal line along the shorter seam.   

2.  Align the line that is the size of your block 

to match right on the seam line.  In this case 

it is the 9 1/2” mark.   

3.  Trim with your rotary cutter the two exposed sides 

and then rotate cutting ruler to align the 9 1/2” marks 

on your previously cut edges and finish trimming.   

After you complete the December 

blocks, lay out on your design wall 

and enjoy your progress.  


